“Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always remember, you have within
you the strength , the patience and the passion to reach for the stars to change the
world.”

VALUE EMBODIMENT DAY
Pearls of Wisdom Shared by the Chairman

“ One tree can start a forest; one word can frame a goal. One candle can wipe out
darkness, one life can make a difference”
The entire family of DWPS were extremely fortunate to have the presence of one such leader, the Chairman, Mr.
Vipin Sahni accompanied by the Chairperson, Mrs. Kiran Sahni during a special event, The Value Embodiment Day,
organised in the school Auditorium on 7th November’19. The august gathering had an exclusive privilege to hear
the pearls of wisdom shared by him about his principles, beliefs and above all his ‘success mantra’.
It was a moment of introspection for one and all when our esteemed Chairman unfolded the simple rules of
leading a happy life. He quoted the words of Aristotle which he said 2000 years ago and still holds true to this day.
He explained that a big house or a new car can’t make a person happier, it’s the simple joy in life that brings true
happiness.
Honourable Chairman Sir cited 15 simple and easy ways of living happier lives. He said that one should do what one
loves, should always offer help to others and be ready to share with others. One should always feel thankful and
grateful for all the good things in life. One should smile more and remain fit by doing some exercises regularly. He
also added that one must always choose to eat healthy food and must spend some time with the loved ones. He
suggested the students to learn how to forgive and forget and not to make any issues. He advised the students to
take a walk in nature, to be creative, to celebrate little victories, and be ready to accept changes in life.
Such highly inspiring words made the students feel self – empowered and determined to create lasting happiness.

School

Value Embodiment Day
A Journey to Nurture……

Delhi World Public

School, Noida Extension, with such inspirational thoughts celebrated its Value

Embodiment Day on 7th Nov 2019, Thursday not only to inculcates the principles of fruitful living within its
young artists of future but also to realise the eternal peace of soul which is the true reward for the values
imbibed. A good leader takes people where they want to go. A great leader takes people where they don’t
necessarily want to go, but where they ought to be. The Chief guests for the occasion, Chariman sir and Ma’am
graced the event by their benign presence accompanied by revered Principal Maam, Ms. Jyoti Arora, who are an
embodiment of efficient leaders. The auspicious event commenced with lighting of lamp which was followed by
thought of the day, duly explained. Music is what appeals to the ears and touches the soul.Further, the event
was preceeded over with a mesmerising song by our melodious tiny tots. .To nurture the true virture of
leadership came up our young vocalists to elocute the poem “The Charge of the Light Brigade” by Lord Alfred
Tennyson which left the audience spell-bound.
Further, the young choir group bewildered everyone with their awesome performance followed by Deep
Stambh- An inspirational poem on universal issues which appealed to the audience to enlighten and generate
awareness about the social evils that surround the twenty first century.To add feather to the cap was the play –
Glimpses of Great Soul with inspirational values preached by the father of the nation formed the core theme of
the drama which proved to be the masterpiece. The skit provided the audience an insight to the challenging
situations faced by Gandhiji during his lifetime and how he inclined never to give up on the values preached by
him.
The event concluded with a finale song which added icing to the cake of historic performances with the
national anthem. The event attained great success as it was successful in motivating the students to draw
inspiration from the life of the great leader.
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Indo – Spanish Exchange Programme

The Indo – Spanish Exchange Programme with GSD Buitrago International school was an unforgettable Ten
Day experience for all the students involved in it. The way they spent their time in proximity with nature
made them feel fresh and lively. Being far away from home, they did not feel lonely and enjoyed every
aspect of the trip. This was a kind of exposure which has contributed majorly in grooming the children into
global human beings.

Students share their memorable experience of their Visit to Spain
“Gratitude is the most exquisite form of courtesy”
I would like to thank my institution and the school authorities for providing me such a wonderful and unique
opportunity for visiting Spain and I will always be grateful to them for the same. This Spain Cultural Exchange
Programme was a remarkable exposure for me. This entire trip made me a better human being as I developed
a lot of confidence and discipline within me. Our ten day stay in Spain was incredible and I enjoyed a lot. We
learnt many values like global brotherhood, cleanliness, punctuality and equality. During these days, we went
to visit many monuments and places such as the fort Alcazar, the royal palace, Madrid. We learnt Spanish
from our host partners and studied with them. We had our cooking classes too in which we made delicious
Paella and Spanish tortilla. It was indeed a marvelous and an unforgettable trip for me and would cherish the
memorable memories

lavanya singh [9th B]
“Exchange isn’t a year in life. It is life in a year”
India Spanish Student Exchange Programme has been a magnificent exposure for me as I learnt
independency, self-management, punctuality, cleanliness and responsibility. We visited various places in
Madrid and Segovia such as the Alcazar Fort, Real Madrid Stadium, Royal Palace, Aqueducto and a beautiful
Cathedral. We went for hiking in the pine forests and also attended the church mass. The trip was extremely
enjoyable, and every moment had a great learning value in it. I am highly grateful to all my school authorities
for having me provided this golden opportunity.

Anshika Agrawal [ 9th B]

School
Principal’s Conclave- When visionaries meet……
It is undoubtedly a matter of great pride to share with you all that a dynamic and visionary leader, our very
own Principal of DWPS, Ms. Jyoti Arora, participated in the 25th National Conference of Sahodaya School Complexes2019 hosted by Sahodaya School Complexes NCR under the aegis of CBSE Delhi at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi.The
theme of the conference was 'Nai Taleem' - For a sustainable Future held from 1 Nov to 2 Nov'19. We are very sure
that this exclusive experience will help her think differently and steer the school in a more progressive manner.

Inter Class Activity-cooking Without Fire

A sound health is the product of healthy cooking! To make them aware of this fact and to experience the self –
management and social skills, students of grade I and II were taught to make healthy Fruit chat
sandwiches. To develop the skill of non- flame dishes, an activity 'Cooking without fire' was organized.The aim of
the activity was to provide a platform for students to showcase their talent and explore new areas of
interest. The importance of cooking without fire to conserve energy was realized by the learners. They
enjoyed making it and of course loved eating them too!.

Blue day assembly

The 28th November saw the blue bells of DWPS, full of energy, dancing and jiving for they witnessed the stunning
performance of Blue Day Assembly hosted by the little ones of class Nursery E.The highlight of day was the ramp
walk put up by the tiny tots having each one a blue prop. The buddies of the Pre Primary department were all
happily dressed in blue attire. It was a marvelous show.
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INTER HOUSE DEBATE COMPETITION
A Conducive Platform for talent acquisition

“You can sway a thousand men by appealing to their prejudices quicker than you can convince one man by logic.”
Debate is one such activity which provides wings to creative expression from students to enable them share what
they feel on a particular notion.Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension conducted such Inter House Debate
activity for its students on the topic “Internet cannot replace a class room teacher.” for grade VI-VIII and
“Modernity has overpowered Indian traditions”for grade IX- XI respectively. They highlighted the fact that social
media in co-ordination with teachers as a tool could lead education system to achieve the zenith of success.
The school has set a bench mark for conducting activities in such a way that students not only enjoy but
also acquire knowledge about the facts shared throughout. All the teams rendered their best efforts and
portrayed skills like overstatement, definition, rhetoric irony etc to convince the audience and the judges. The
participants armed with statistics and research data validated and made their arguments more emphatic with
appropriate organization of ideas, facial expressions, body movements, gestures and voice modulation. All the
teams exhibited outstanding oratorical skills to create an impact upon the audience.
The debators displayed the confidence in presenting their argument before the audience and a panel of eminent
jury members including Ms. Meena and Ms.. A vote of thanks was proposed by the co-ordinator Ms. Alka Sharma
to the hosts under the supervision of the event organisor Ms. Ekta Dhawan and Ms. Shraddha for providing the
opportunity to display the talent on a conducive platform.
The prestigious winners won applause and appreciation of the judges and the audience . The judges, staff and
students congratulated the performers for this laudable achievement.
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Community Connect Programme –
Clothes Donation Drive

The enthusiastic members of the community connect team of Delhi World Public School , Noida Extension
worked enthusiastically on the Clothes Donation Drive. It was a joint effort of the staff members, the students
and the parents who came forward to donate generously for this noble cause. It received an overwhelming
response from the society. The team effort was appreciated by the school Principal and the programme was a
grand success

Hindi Recitation Competition

'Play is the answer to how anything new comes about,' the famous words of Jean Piaget ring ever true when
competitions are organized in school. In order to boost students' self-esteem and discover their potential, the
school organized 'Hindi Recitation Competition' on 25th November, 2019. Every child was given a chance to
prove his or her talent. It was a good platform laid by the school to bring out the uniqueness in every student.
They were judged on the criteria of Confidence, Rhythm and Presentation.

School
Listen to the whispers - Story Telling Session
(Pre-Primary Wing)
Stories have the power to reinforce values in young minds. Stories play a vital role in the growth of a child.
These introduce children to a whole new world and open up their minds to numerous possibilities. Emotions
and feelings are developed when a story is narrated. With this aim, the school has been conducting story
narrating sessions to allow the children, gain information while at the same time transform them to the land
of fantasy and building their cognitive skills.

Primary Wing

On 25th November’19, a Storytelling session was held in the school auditorium. The name of the story was
'Giraffe can't Dance'. The story is about a giraffe ,who just could not dance, and so, all the animals make fun of
him. One night, an insect came to giraffe and asked him by he was so sad. And after hearing his story, the cricket
played a melodious music, and motivated the giraffe to dance. After a few steps and mis steps, the giraffe
started growing and was able to dance without any fear.
Children enjoyed and also grasped the moral ,that ‘NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE’.

School
Classrooms come lively!
A good classroom unleashes the talents in every child. At DWPS, every classroom paves way for a positive
learning. It provides a pleasing environment and innovative teaching ideas that do wonders and make it an ideal
classroom. Our classrooms provide practical learning methods that are child friendly. Every child gets an
opportunity to explore, experiment and enjoy learning. Outdoor games, indoor training, IT skills, art and music
play a vital role and cast a magic on them to bloom into beautiful flowers. For our students, fun time is the school
time.

Indoor Class Activity

Outdoor Class Activity

IT Lab Activity

School
SPECTACULAR SUCCESS!
IF YOU BELIEVE IN VICTORY, THEN VICTORY WILL
BELIEVE IN YOU…
It is indeed a proud moment for DWPS as the Principal,
Ms. Jyoti Arora has been felicitated by Mrs India Visionara
Global on the occasion of Global Women Empowerment
Awards under the category of Individual Women
achievers for her impeccable and outstanding
contribution in the field of education. She has rightly
proven that ‘A woman is the full circle. Within her is the
power to create, nurture and transform’.

PLAUDIT FLASH!
It is a very special and proud moment for Delhi World
Public School, Noida Extension to share the news that
DWPS has featured as one of the top ranking schools and
the ONLY school from Noida Extension to be adjudged
as 'Challengers' according to Times School Survey,
published in today's edition of TOI for the Noida
Region.The school has attained this coveted position
competing with many of the schools of Noida.

KUDOS TO OUR SPORTS STARS!
The young and dynamic students of DWPS who participated
enthusiastically in the 3rd North Zone Yoga Championship
affiliated to the Indian Yoga Federation at Noida College of
Physical Education, Gautam Buddh Nagar on 16 Nov'19 have
proved beyond doubt that 'Winners do not wait for chances,
they take them'. The perfectly trained students came out with
flying colours, winning admiration of the spectators.
 Nevaan Mathur student of Class III- B won Gold medal in the
5 to 8 years group.
 Khyati Yadav and Myraa Tyagi students of Class III -C and
Kanak Narwal student of Class IIIB secured Silver medals in
the same age group.
 Suryansh Mishra and Tanvi Singh students of Class III- C
bagged Bronze medal in the same category.

BUDDING ARTIST
An Inter- School Painting Competition was held at Mayoor
School, Noida on 22 Nov’ 19. Akrish student of Class IX-B
won the Second Position by displaying his artistic talent
and creativity in his masterpiece.
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SPECTACULAR SUCCESS!
DWPS Shine at AWIM Regionals Jet
toy and Skimmer Challenge 2019!
AWIM Regionals Jet toy and Skimmer Challenge 2019 was
held on 23 November’19 at Maruti Suzuki Training
Academy, Gurugram. Students of Class V - Tisha Goel,
Nyasha Singh , Raghvendra Singh ,Naithik Prasad Dasyam
participated in Skimmer Challenge and Students of ClassVI - Khanak Dhingra, Tanvi Gupta, Aarav Srivastav and
Adhrit Bandyopadhyay participated in the Jet toy
Challenge. Total 34 teams from Delhi NCR (Bhadurgarh,
Gurugram ,Noida and Faridabad ) participated in this
event. The students of DWPS Noida Extension brought
laurels to the institution in the following categories.
Best Aesthetic – Jet toy team
Best Sportsmanship - Skimmer team
Best Presentation – Jet toy team
Winner Team work - Skimmer team

PLAUDIT FLASH
An Inter- School Competition was conducted in the Vishwa
Bharati Public School, Greater Noida on 1 November 2019.
Juana Jangar, student of Class-V brought laurels to the
school by securing First Position in Great Orator and
Ranveer Singh, student of Class- I bagged the Second
Position in Fun Race.

IKEBANA WINNERS
An Inter- School Competition was conducted in the
Vishwa Bharati Public School, Greater Noida on 2
November 2019. Gurnoor and Shravani, students of
Class-XI brought laurels to the school by securing First
Position in Ikebana-Flower Making and Arrangement
Competition.

DYNAMIC DANCERS
An Inter- School Competition was conducted in the Vishwa
Bharati Public School, Greater Noida on 2 November 2019.
Alyza Mehrotra and Kanishka , students of Class- VII brought
glory to the school by securing Second Position in Indian
Classical Dance Competition.

School
SPARKS OF IMAGINATION

CREATIVE CORNER
BOOKS : A BLESSING
Walt Disney once said - “ There is more treasure in books that in all the pirate’s loot on treasure island.” The knowledge
one gets from reading books is beyond comparison. Books open up the mind and provide a means to get a glimpse into
the lives of people different from us. They are perhaps the greatest of human inventions, binding people together who
never knew each other. Reading about the life and times of people who live or lived in different circumstances from us
can make it easier to understand and relate to those who are different from us. There are many benefits of reading books
as well. They help broaden the mind and force us to think from a different perspective. They help us to reduce stress as
well. A study from 2009 shows that reading books for just six minutes can reduce stress by sixty eight percent. Another
benefit is that reading improves our general knowledge and expands vocabulary. In addition to reducing our overall stress
levels, it’s possible that the subject we are reading about brings us an immense amount of inner peace and tranquility.
Reading is an underrated activity. But it’s becoming more important in today’s society. We are living in a society with an
increasing availability of information. We are bombarded with images throughout all forms of communication
technology. At the same time, the average length of our attention spans is decreasing. Reading is an activity we can
engage in and increase concentration. We will improve our concentration spans and learn how to be more discerning in
the face of so much information. With so many benefits, books are undoubtedly a blessing for the human race.

Avani Kulshreshtha. Class- IX-A

A sneak peak (for the month
of December):
 Sports day Celebration
 Inter house Tech quiz
Competition
 Ramanujan Week

Team School Scoop:

Diva KG-E
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